
When Words Aren’t Enough… Exploring grief, loss and change through art. 

In January 2020 our Arts Service and Family Support Teams launched ‘When Words Aren’t Enough’, 

a project to support young people who had experienced significant loss, grief or change. Designed 

and delivered collaboratively between St Columba’s Community Artist, Hans K Clausen and Child and 

Family Worker, Donna Hastings, the project’s aim was to provide a safe, empathic and creative space 

for young people to share and explore their experiences of loss and change.  

The focus was the creation of artworks to give voice to young people’s individual and collective 

experiences of grief or loss and their memories. This would take place over a six week programme, 

delivered in a safe school environment, involving group activities, peer sharing and art-making. 

A high school in East Lothian were keen to pilot ‘When Words Aren’t Enough’ as a school group 

programme and worked closely with St Columba’s to identify, prepare and support ten young people 

who participated. Young people were invited to sign-up for the group on a voluntary basis. 

The group met weekly on the same day for 2 hours over six weeks. School staff recognised the 

importance of providing a safe and appropriate room, staff support to enable participants to be out 

of classes to attend…and even provided juice and doughnuts for the groups break time!  

The starting point for each young person was to create an expressive artwork from the empty 

drawer of a domestic chest of drawers. This unremarkable item of furniture could exist in any home 

and its exterior gives little away about what might lie within. Like discarded mementoes or items 

carefully locked away in the back of a drawer, painful memories and feelings can be pushed from 

daily consciousness and hidden from sight, sometimes causing prolonged distress.  

Each young person took an empty drawer and used it as a blank canvas within which they could 

visually express an aspect of their loss. For some this would become a statement of personal 

feelings. For others it would take the form of a memorial to someone they had lost. Each young 

person was invited to use a variety of materials and techniques including collage, assemblage, 

drawing, painting, and the inclusion of personal mementoes, photographs or text.  

The group recognised and encouraged sharing and supported individual and collective responses 

and feelings. The creative and cathartic process of making their artwork helped participants express, 

share and process some of their emotions and experiences. 

Our team would like to thank to all the young people who had the courage to take part, for sharing 

their experiences and for producing such personal and powerful artworks! 

The photographs shared here show some of the activities the group participated in and some 

examples of their artworks; each drawer depicting a unique reflection of a young person’s 

experiences and memories. 

Examples of the group’s completed drawer artwork: 
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